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Answer all questions Answers should be brief, to the point and legible. Sketches wherever appear should he neat 
and properly labeled All parts of a question to be answered at one place. All steps towards a so/uuon must be 
unambiguously presented with justification wherever required. 

Q!. (a) What are the significances of time in variance and stability in description of a system? 

(b) Consider a system S with input x[ n J and output y[ n] related by : y[ n] = x[ n] { g[ n] + g[ n- ll} 
(i) If g[ n] = n, show that Sis not time invariant. (ii) If .g[n] = 1 + ( -IY, show that S is time invariant. 

(c) Determine stability of the following systems: 

(i) y(n)=log(l+jx(n)j) (ii) y(n)=x(n)*cos(mr/8) 

Q2. (a) Explain the significance of convolution relation. 

(b) Find the impulse response of the L Tl'system defined by 

JJ(tJ ""' [: e-+~~tA - Z}J~ 
(c) Consider the following system. 

4 + 5 +6 

Given, x[nJ = ab[n]- ab[n- lJ, h1[n] = sin[8n], h2[nJ = d'u[n- 3] where Ia! < I. 

Find intermediate system output z[n] and final system output y[n]. 3+4+8 

Q3. (a) What is the significance of periodic convolution? How can you get linear convolution from periodic 
convolution? 

{. e~nJ O~n~3 sm --
(b) Let x[n] = 

0 

4 ' 

4~n~7 

y[n]=(~J' O~n~7 

be two signals that are periodic with period 8. Find the Fourier series representation for the periodic 
convolution of these signals. 

(c) . If input to~ syste~ ~ith impuls~ response h[n] = 6[n] + 0:5o[n- l] + 0.25J[n- 2] is x[nJ = 6[nJ- o[n- 1 ], 
find 1ts output w1th penod1c convolution and compare the same with linear convolution. 

. . ' . 4+5+6 
04: (a~ ~ompare D1s~rete T1me Fourier Transform (DTFT) with Discrete Time Fourier Series (DTFS). Find the 
penod1c1ty ofDTFT m frequency and angular frequency domain. 

(b) Find DTFT of a rectangular pulse defined by x[n] = u[n]- u[n- 9]. Draw its magnitude and phase response. 

(c) Compare DTFT of signal defined in 4(b) with DTFT of signal y[ n) = u[ n - 3 J _ u[ n _ 12) 5 + 6 +
4 
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